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EUROPE

  Russia: New US sanctions
overwhelmingly approved by US Senate
and House of Representatives
Event

The US Senate and House of Representatives almost unanimously approved new sanctions against Russia.
The bill also includes measures against Iran and North Korea. The bill aimed to retaliate over Russia’s
annexation of the Crimea in 2014 and alleged Russian interference in the US elections and over ballistic
missile tests of Iran and North Korea. To enter into force, the bill still has to be signed by the President.
Although President Trump could veto it, the White House already stated that the President will sign it but only
after having negotiated some ‘critical elements’, without specifying which elements that would be. Even if the
President vetoes it, Congress could use its own veto to counter the President which is likely given that the bill
was approved almost unanimously. In retaliation, Russian President Putin ordered 755 US diplomatic staff to
leave their posts. Russia also seized holiday properties and a warehouse used by US diplomats.

Impact on country risk
If signed by the president, the bill will turn existing US sanctions, and some new ones, into law. The fact that
current sanctions were imposed by Executive Orders signed by the President implies that the President had
the ability to remove (or ease) the sanctions with a signature. If approved, this will no longer be the case. In
this context, any rapprochement between the US and Russia seems a distant prospect. The new sanctions
add restrictions on the ability of bank and energy companies to raise capital and target state-owned entities in
the shipping, rail, metals and mining sector. The bill also opens the door to the imposition of sanctions on non-
US companies that take part in Russian energy projects. This move raises concerns among some EU
countries as it could penalise European companies that invest in energy infrastructure projects such as the
Nord Stream II project. According to a leaked memo, reported by the Financial Times, the European
Commission is considering three options: to ask the US to exclude EU firms from the new regime; to pass an
EU law to block US jurisdiction over European companies; or to impose retaliatory sanctions on US firms, such
as limiting their access to credit from EU banks. Hence, it is too early to assess the real impact of the US bill
on the Russian economy as it partly depends on countermeasures that might be approved by the EU, an
important trade partner of Russia. That being said, it is likely to affect investor confidence which increased
after Donald Trump’s election amid expectations of a more friendly US policy toward Russia.
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judiciary at stake
Event
Lawmakers of the Law and Justice Party (PiS) pushed three bills through parliament during the last two weeks
of July, stoking huge protests all across Poland and drawing criticism from the EU and US. The first bill would
give politicians control over the National Judicial Council, the organisation that appoints judges. The other bill
would allow the Justice Minister to sack every member of the Supreme Court, the body that among other
things, rules on the validity of elections. And the third enables the Justice Minister to appoint and dismiss the
heads of lower courts. Under the pressure of the European Commission and large public opposition, President
Duda (non-partisan but backed by PiS) said on 24 July that he will veto the two first bills, although the third one
on lower courts was retained.

Impact on country risk
The European Commission sent a formal notice to the Polish government, condemning the new court laws and
expressing their worries about the size of power given to the Justice Minister. By sending the formal letter,
Brussels embarked on a process that puts Poland at risk of binding court orders and heavy fines. Yet,
sanctions that would take away Poland’s voting rights require unanimity, which is unlikely as Hungary assured
to block such a move. Poland’s relations with the EU have deteriorated since PiS came to power in 2015 and
started to dismantle some important checks and balances (media, civil service, and judiciary). President Duda
was pushed towards using his veto. Nonetheless, the parliament can still overrule the presidential veto if PiS
gathers sufficient support from other parties and forms a three-fifths majority.

The zloty recovered since early 2017, thanks to strong growth (rising consumer spending and EU recovery) 
after having lost significant value following the 2016 constitutional changes. The recent political turmoil put the 
currency under pressure again, yet the veto had an obvious positive impact. Nonetheless, the outlook remains 
uncertain as PiS leader Kaczynski might continue to wear down democratic checks and balances, despite the 
growing domestic and international opposition and possible EU sanctions.

Country risk analyst
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LATIN AMERICA

  Colombia: Latest FARC amnesty
decree officially puts an end to more
than five decades of conflict
Event
At the end of June, Colombia’s biggest insurgency group, Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia or
FARC, completed its disarmament process as negotiated in the peace deal of November 2016. As a
consequence, this month, Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos signed a third and final decree granting
amnesty to another 3,600 members of the FARC rebel group. This decree officially puts an end to more than
five decades of conflict.

Impact on country risk
The mass pardon of FARC members (of about 7,000 rebels in total) and the handover of their weapons is
cementing the end of the FARC’s insurgency. It is now unlikely that the FARC – although hard-line splinter
groups of FARC dissenters exist – will carry out attacks as frequent or intense as seen prior to the unilateral
ceasefire in July 2015. This is good news for the economy as attacks on (oil and electricity) infrastructure are
decreasing while tourism revenues swell in an improved security situation. Nevertheless, a positive evolution
of the relatively low oil prices remains vital to improve the sluggish GDP growth (estimated at 2.3% in 2017)
and narrow the moderate current-account and fiscal deficits (respectively projected at -3.7% and -2.8% of
GDP in 2017). Moreover, violence is not extinguished as other smaller violent insurgency groups remain
active. Colombia’s second-largest rebel group, the National Liberation Army or ELN, didn’t cease its kidnap
practice despite formal peace talks. As there is little guarantee that regional ELN commanders will stop the
kidnappings – due to the organisation’s loose command structure – a peace deal with ELN is unlikely to be
reached in the coming months.

Country risk analyst
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  Mexico: Oil discovery brightens
long-term outlook but NAFTA
uncertainties remain
Event
This month, Mexico has been in the spotlights. Firstly, an international consortium discovered one of the
largest oil finds in recent years. Indeed, they potentially discovered more than 1 billion barrels of oil, off the
coast of Mexico. It is estimated that the discovery can add at least 100,000 barrels a day to the nation’s
output, equivalent to roughly 5% of the current Mexican production. Secondly, a few days later, the United
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States trade representative announced that the renegotiation of the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA) will begin on 16 August. The US government also unveiled its NAFTA renegotiation priorities. The
US stance seems less aggressive than Trump’s campaign promises of last year. The US does not mention
the imposition of trade quotas nor includes threats of unilateral trade tariffs.

Impact on country risk
The oil discovery is a major windfall for the oil-importing economy since the historic opening of its energy
sector after 70 years of state monopoly control. However, gains will appear only in the long term. The long
lead time from the exploration to the start of production means that those finds will not start to lift national
production before 2020. The impact of the NAFTA renegotiation will be felt on a shorter time horizon. The
softer tone of the US towards NAFTA is a good sign, although the unpredictable nature of President Trump
can still throw surprises. Indeed, even as the US recognises the importance of free trade, it is still focused on
the need to reduce its trade deficit with Mexico. Furthermore, any potential diplomatic dispute emerging (e.g.
the possible construction of a US-Mexico border wall) can complicate the talks. A protracted renegotiation
process poses uncertainties for Mexico as it can generate greater economic uncertainty in the country. This
could potentially lead to companies putting investments on hold until the new trade environment is clarified.
However, it should be noted that Mexico’s economy has shown resilience in the past months. Though GDP
growth was expected to diminish to 1.7% in 2017, the exchange rate has rallied by over 18% since January
and the current-account deficit has slightly ameliorated to an expected 2.4% of GDP in 2017 while adequate
reserves (of around 4 months of import cover) have been maintained.
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  Saudi Arabia: IMF lowers growth
outlook for Saudi Arabia while country
is facing political transition, regional
crisis and more fiscal consolidation
Event
This month the IMF lowered its GDP growth forecast for 2017 for Saudi Arabia to almost 0%. While non-oil
GDP is still expected to grow by 1.7%, overall growth is reduced due to a reduction in oil GDP growth. This is
related to Saudi Arabia’s commitment of reducing its oil output under the recent OPEC agreement. This
adjustment comes after the IMF had already lowered its overall growth estimate for Saudi Arabia in April 2017.
At the same time the country went through a political transition and continues to face a regional diplomatic
crisis.

Impact on country risk
The economy is still feeling the impact of lower oil prices and the subsequent fiscal consolidation. While
remaining under its potential, non-oil GDP growth is projected to improve in 2017 due to improved business
confidence, increased public investments in the non-oil economy and a reversal of previously introduced
public-sector spending cuts. At the same time, budget deficits remain very large. In 2016 the government
deficit was 17.2% of GDP and in 2017 it is still expected to be 9.3%. The deficit is projected to fall to less than
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1% by 2022. But this optimistic IMF projection assumes a number of deep structural fiscal reforms. The
current-account deficit which was around 4% in 2016 is expected to disappear in 2017 due to the increased oil
exports, thereby ending the two-year period of twin deficits. 

Overall, the reform drive currently remains on track, concrete plans are for example in place in order to
increase non-oil government revenue and to reduce water and oil subsidies. Additionally the kingdom has set
up a monitoring agency that has to follow up the reforms in all government ministries. The question will be how
the population and the economy will respond to these reforms. Further belt tightening risks creating discontent
among the population as people have become used to the government largess. The recent scaling back of
previously taken spending cuts in the public sector reflects this. It also remains to be seen whether the reforms
will effectively lead to the strong expansion of the private sector that is needed in order to expand the number
of private-sector jobs that the reforms aim to achieve. The current uncertainty created by the diplomatic rift with
Qatar could potentially impact foreign investments in the country. If the reforms are well implemented and turn
out to be effective, they could improve the long-term risk outlook for the country and make the country risk less
correlated with the oil price. But currently the reforms are still putting pressure on the commercial risk outlook
(currently in category C) due to their impact on for example economic growth. The short-term political risk
outlook (currently in category 2) is not impeded due to the country’s large foreign-exchange reserves. Political
risk in the country has increased due to last month’s political transition. Saudi Arabia’s King Salman promoted
his son, Mohammed bin Salman, to crown prince. Thereby replacing his cousin, the more experienced
Mohammed bin Nayef. This can have an important impact on the reform drive given that he has been the
driving force behind the kingdom’s plan to move the oil-dependent economy away from oil. But at the same
time the transition risks dividing the large Saudi Arabian royal family.

Country risk analyst
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AFRICA

  Tanzania: President in conflict with
mining companies
Event
The row between the Tanzanian government and the British mining company Acacia Mining is escalating
now the government has demanded Acacia to pay taxes and fines for almost USD 200 bn. Acacia, which has
three mines in Tanzania, is accused of underreporting the amount of its gold exports. This is a dispute that
started in March when President Magufuli imposed a ban on the export of unprocessed metal ore.

Impact on country risk
The current government’s economic policy is sending mixed signals. On the one hand the macroeconomic
environment is stable and the government is implementing some positive economic reforms. But at the same
time President Magufuli’s interventionist approach, the frequent attacks on his own bureaucracy and his
willingness to interfere with economic regulation have worried foreign investors. The ban on the export of
metal ore is an example of this. It should be seen in light of the long tradition of economic nationalism in
Tanzanian politics. But while the ban has the aim of developing more added value and stimulating domestic
processing of natural resources, it risks alienating investors. The recent interventionist approach of President
Magufuli is therefore putting pressure on the investment risk in the country at a time when the country is
looking for investors for a number of large investment projects. The country hopes to launch several large
infrastructure projects, including a standard gauge railway to landlocked neighbouring countries, an oil
pipeline from Uganda's oil fields (to be built by Total), and several power-related projects. At the same time
the economic outlook for the country remains positive. Between 2005 and 2016 the country has enjoyed high
economic growth of 7% on average, which is expected to continue in the medium term if the large
infrastructure investment programme materialises. Inflation has been reduced from the high level of 19.8% in
fiscal year (FY) 2010/2011 to 5.8% in FY 2016/2017. The country’s structural current-account deficit remains
a weakness, however. It reached a high of -12.1% of GDP in FY 2011/2012, but has recently been narrowing
and is expected to reach a historic low of -5.4% of GDP in FY 2016/2017. True to his election promise,
President Magufuli has cracked down on corruption and tax evasion. This has led to an increase of tax
revenues but the increased tax scrutiny has also created uncertainty for local businesses and among
investors.

Country risk analyst
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